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Our collective race is only human.



ancestry, privilege, access, lineage, 
heritage, opportunities   



Tense from injustice and always 
changing



No, I do not play basketball



Trying to have positive antiracist white



Mind your business and Spread Love <3



"Model Minority" does not help us





Celebrate our differences, see our 

humanity



All women bear pain and suffering



color does not equal moral values



Culture and race should be respected 



Appreciate bicultural and multicultural 

identifying peoples



�ONo, where are you REALLY from? 



�OToo politicized, too woke, too upside-

down. 



�OColor doesn't allow you to stereotype 



�OI am both Indian and American



�OI'm more than your own subconscious.



�OMy culture is not a trend



�O�,�·�P���D�O�P�R�V�W���D�V���W�D�Q���D�V���\�R�X�������,�·�P���E�O�D�F�N��



�ONo correct race box to check off as a 

Latina.



�Otriple checked by airport security



�OA slow death from societal individualism.



�OLesbian is not a dirty word



�OWhite Women as Allies not Antagonizers 



�OMy identity is not your capital



�OSocial construct based on my phenotype



�OStrength through diversity, weakness 

through ignorance



�OBetter to hide; love my culture 



�OI am Muslim and I'm proud.



�OI'm not black enough for you. 



�OMy appearance should not reflect 

treatment. 



�OMultiracial upbringing + sanitized history 

education = ignorance



�OJust beginning to unpack my privilege.



�OGrounded in history, living in today



�OScientist hoping to make things better 







�OPrivileged, therefore responsible to effect 

change



�OIndividual to everyone, identity constantly 

changing.



�OSo Proud and Yet so Tired.



�OMuslim women are not oppressed.



�ORace should not be divisive!



�ODisplaced? You're Indian does it matter



�OHoping we can keep making progress



�ORace shouldn't be the first thing



�OJudaism is more than a religion



�OAsk me about my dual citizenship!



�OBeing Strong Is A Trauma Response



�OAmplify others' voices, listen and learn.



�OUnapologetically aware that differences 

unite us.



�OPlease try harder fellow white people



�OAlways talking, always terrified, equal 

measure



�OI am beautiful. Why the hate?



�OLived experiences ARE valid; respect 
them!



�OWe rise by lifting each other



�OIntersection of my multiple salient 

identities 



�OFight for equity and not equality 



�OI am more than my stereotypes 



�OContent of character > color of skin!
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